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2B or Not 2B; Future of UCITA now Depends
on States
On July 29, 1999, by a vote of 43-6, the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws ("NCCUSL") approved the
Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act ("UCITA"). The
NCCUSL's approval of UCITA sends the proposed uniform law to
state legislatures for enactment.) Since its inception more than a decade
ago, however, this controversial law has generated widespread criti-
cism. 2 Its critics, including many consumer advocates, hope the law
will fail to win widespread approval by the states.3 The controversy is
a result of the approach taken by UCITA in codifying computer infor-
mation transactions law.
UCITA was first proposed more than ten years ago as Article 2B
of the Uniform Commercial Code ("UCC"). 4 The primary reason be-
hind the law's creation is the lack of consistency and uniformity in the
regulation of intangible computer information transactions.' The
NCCUSL and the American Law Institute ("ALI"), the organizations
responsible for drafting and amending various aspects of the UCC,
originally created UCITA.6 In response to the NCCUSUs failure to
address what it viewed as fundamental problems, the ALI withdrew
its support of UCITA in April of 1999, thereby preventing its accep-
tance as part of the UCC.7 Now, the ALI is among those groups oppos-
ing the law's enactment. Yet, despite widespread criticism from groups
like the ALI, the Federal Trade Commission, and the American Library
Association, the NCCUSL would like UCITA to become law in all fifty
states.8 With its controversial provisions, however, UCITA faces an
uphill battle.
Most of the criticism is aimed at UCITA's unique stance on
transactions involving computer information, including "sales" of
computer software. Under UCITA, consumers who "purchase" com-
puter software are not actually buying the program. Rather, they are
purchasing a license to use the program.' Many organizations fear this
could lead to a severe curtailment of consumer rights in the area of
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computer information transactions."° Accordingly, much of the current
criticism is aimed at UCITA's failure to provide adequate levels of
consumer protection." In fact, the proposed act has been called a
"sweetheart bill for software publishers, computer manufacturers, and
large software consulting firms."' 2
Initially, the licensing scheme set forth in UCITA allows soft-
ware manufacturers to place restrictions on the use of their products,
even when individuals in the mass consumer market buy those prod-
ucts. 13 For example, consumers are allowed to purchase books, read
them and later sell the used product. 4 The consumer is not allowed to
keep a copy of the book, as doing so would violate copyright laws.
Under UCITA, on the other hand, if a software producer so desires,
companies are allowed to prevent software purchasers from selling
their old computer programs, even if the purchaser deletes the pro-
gram from the computer on which it was installed. The ability to issue
such restrictive licenses under UCITA could severely curtail the now
flourishing used software market. Restrictive licensing could have
additional negative impacts, including non-disclosure provisions that
could prevent consumers from publishing comments regarding the
program without prior approval from the manufacturer.' 5
Likewise, software producers are not required to make the
terms of their licenses available to consumers prior to purchase.' 6
Under current practices, which UCITA codifies, consumers often do
not discover the terms of a software license until product installation
begins.17 Even then, many consumers fail to read the terms of the
license and simply click the "agree" button to install the program.
Consumers may limit their rights by "agreeing" to the license terms in
such a manner and, in the event something goes wrong with the pro-
gram, may have a difficult time seeking compensation or recovery
from the software producer.
Such limitations may include venue and choice of law restric-
tions, mandatory arbitration clauses, and even simple provisions
requiring purchasers to pay postage and restocking fees on all returns.
These restrictions may, in some cases, make it more cost effective to
delete the program and purchase a substitute rather than return the
product. 8 Accordingly, failing to disclose these terms prior to sale,
which would require little more than posting the terms on the
manufacturer's web-site, could severely limit consumer rights.
UCITA's supporters have responded to many of these criticisms,
including those relating to pre-sale disclosure of license terms. Despite
widespread fear that UCITA will allow software publishers to create
and conceal unduly restrictive license terms, the bill's supporters reply
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that UCITA permits consumers to return and get full, cost free refunds
for products whose license terms are unacceptable, as long as they do
so prior to installation. 19 Additionally, courts may refuse to enforce
unconscionable licenses and contract terms that violate public policy,
even if the consumer agrees to those terms and installs the product. 20
Many UCITA supporters also point to the fact that the new law
preserves all current consumer protection laws.21 Accordingly, state
and federal laws protecting consumers will take priority over any
conflicting rules set forth in UCITA. When an individual becomes
involved in a dispute that brings into question rights secured by con-
sumer protection laws, those laws will control insofar as UCITA con-
tradicts them.
Finally, supporters of the proposed law are quick to point out all
the new rights given to consumers under UCITA. Some of UCITA's
new protections include an obligation of good faith in the performance
of all computer information transactions, a warranty of quiet enjoy-
ment and non-infringment, a warranty of merchantability for all com-
puter programs, and an implied warranty of fitness similar to that
contained in UCC Article 2.22 All of these new rights, say UCITA's
supporters, will prevent software manufacturers from taking advan-
tage of consumers under the licensing scheme contained in the pro-
posed law.
Whether UCITA's supporters are right remains to be seen. It is
clear, however, that the proposed legislation faces an uphill battle in
many states. UCITA has generated more criticism than any other
proposed uniform law to date and, though it would normalize com-
puter information transactions, the fact that so many groups have
voiced concerns suggests UCITA may never become much more than a
proposition.
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